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ABSTRACT

The Disciples of christ, an indigenous American_
religious movement.born on the frontiere_grew-rapidly until early in
the -twentieth-century. Its growth was based on a rhetorical vision
that offered'a plausible'interpretation of the data of the ,senses and
accounted for developients in human activity and conditions. That
rhetorical vision was linked to democratic political fantasie$ of the
worth of the individual and of rural-agrarian.supremacy. It decayed
from a dynamic-drama of restoration of the pristine-New Testament
church' to a rigid structure of institutionalization. Faith and
imagination go'together, translating spiritual truths into the
fantasy world view of the culture, and while ultimate truths remain
constant, the rhetorical approach-must change.- Liberal an&
conservative Disciples lost sight of this principle and lost most of
the persuasiveness enjoyed in the early days. When the vision
fragmented .n the conflict with cultural change and the new European
theology,..most of its millennial.eschatology faded out. A religious
rhetoric that neglects the eschatological frame of reference is not
true to the' biblical message nor to the needs of modern people.
(TJ)
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THE DEATH OF A RHETORICAL VISION:

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST AND SOCIAL CHANGE
..

,

/
The DisCiples:of.Christ
is. an indigenous American religiousmovement
--.

.

born on the frontier in the midst of early nineteenth century-revivalism.
Coming into existence during the first decade of that century, partially as
a rationalistic reaction to e'vangelical emotibnalism; the Disciples grew

steadily until the movement numbered well over one million by 1900. 1
Beginning in .JeffersOnian America, and surging forward in the Jacksonian
O

era, Disciples 'prospered in an environment of individualistic, self-reliant,
optimistic, and aggressive pioneers.

Among people seeking to build a new.

and glorious society, Disciples thrived on "the firm conviction that'an
earthly utopia was a real possibility and that men could'free themselves

from the tyranny of the old order."

2

Moreover,. Disciplesformulated and

vigorously promulgated a unique rhetorical vision which met "the needs and
demands of Americans reveling in. [their] new freedom."

3

_

.

The cultural key to understanding the persuasive power of the
rhetoriCal vision of the Disciples of Christ _is the cluster_of_fantasy

themes relating to millennialism--the belief that the kingdom of God was
soon to be established in Americal'

4

The Disciples dramatized numerous

postmillennial fantasy themes which combined to form a complete and coherent
rhetorical vision with which_tbc.7-persuaded numerous-people to.jointEem asprotagonists in the drama culminating in the millenniUm.

Led by Men like

Barton W. Stone in-Kentucky and the-faiherson.teaM of. ThOina0 and AleXander.

2

.Campbell in Pennsylvania, Disciples energeticall.spread their message of.
an optimistic, culture-transforming, kingdom-building Christianity across
the western frontier of the young nation.
Disciples found the authOrity for their: vision in their under-

:

standing of the biblical account of creatiA, corruption, conflict, and.
.

conquest.

The uitiMate. goal, the dillenniuln

would result wh& the dra-

matic struggle. )etween God and his followers and Satan andhis followers

was resolved with Satan's defea;Cand the restoration.of the Edenic
paradise lost:as a result of sin in the early chapters Of Genesis.

Along

-with many Americans DiSciples reggtded the United States as the chosen
land for the ultiMate inauguration of-the millennium.
,

Various rhetorical

visions in the nineteenth' century depicted-America as God's garden of ful7

a.

fillment, and many western Americans. fervently believed that-the frontier.

was to be the center of God's work to restoreyden--the centei-, of Christ's
millennial empire.

Henry Nash Smith develops the emphasis that this was

"the myth of mid - nineteenth. America,"

5

and David Edwin Harrell, Jr; has

demonstrated that this myth "became deeply enmeshed in the theology of .
the Disciples of Chtist."

6

Moreover, God's protagonists were American,

Anglo-Saxon ProteStants, especially Disciples.

The inaugural plan was

three-fold: (1) the chosen people would restore the priptine purity of the
church revealed-in the' New Testament; (2) the purified church would be a

united chlirch; (3) the united church would march forth evangelistically to
conquer the world .fOr_:_Christ.---Then-fithe --Mi-llennium-:-Wolild-be ushered in,
-.-

and-the-millennium'was-mostftecuently defined- as "a thousand years of
i

tri\phant.

.

JeWs,'Turks, Deists, and pagans would be con7

verted,\and all plagues of mankind would cease such as crime, war, disease,
civil discord

dishonesty, tyranny, bigotry, andHopp.ression.

Through his

3

faithful followers Christ would rule the world in th,e pcilitIcal as well as

religious order fora thousand years,

The drama would climax with Christ's

personal second coming to finalize the eternal restoration of the lost
paradise.

Since they were the central characters in the drama whose efforts

would directly result in the golden age,, Disciples had within their rheto'ri-

cal vision the hope, zeal, and impelling motivation to attract people to
enlist in the cause and labor Unceasingly.

After all,."their enterprise

Was nothing else than a providential chapter in the plan of the .ages."8',
1.

Beginning with the biblical basis, Disciples incorporated into'their.
rhetorical vision -key- elements from cultural dramas which celebrated the

spirit of American democfacy.

Suci commitments as individual freedom,

rural-agrarian supremacy, worth of the individual, and human equality were
integral facets of the, Disciples' vision.

Building on this common ground,

they related their religious dramatic themes to the listeners' secular

dreams and then transferredthe listen8rs' initial acceptance to the total
vision.

Disciples skillfully blended secular dreams into their religious
_

vision and-dramatically demonstrated how :hose secular dreams could find
complete fulfillment in the religious.

9

Energetic, independent_Westerners;*

desiring to-build new frontiers in all areas of life regardless of political,
economic; or religious consequences, responded enthusiastically.

-

The vision

appealed ,to their disregard for established precedents-and to their desire
to set new_ precedents:

It appealed to them as free-born children of the new

political- RepubliC to, experience an equally new birth of religious freedom

by "rising up in battle tocast off chains of religious slavery (as they had
cast off chains,of political slavery) and.no longer be slaves of the pope or
conscripts of Protestant sectarianisd.

10

Many Americans responded to the

challenge,. and'Disciples grew in size and influence.

-

.

The millennial rhetorical vision remained constant throughout the
first generation, and as the transition to second generation leadership took

place during the years 1866 -1880, the new leaders firmly retained every
phase of the rhetorical vision.

However, cultural transitions were taking

place which would drastically affect the vision and its influence.

As the

transitions took place, the Disciples' vision failed to adapt and ultimately
died before the end of the second generation.
During the years 1865-1900 the urban population of America doubled:,

and "big City problems" emerged.

Foreign immigration incrleased dramatically

with most of the immigrants settling in Eastern cities and with increasing
numbers of theM coming.from southern and eastern Europe.

Americans

.

the City'

.

Moreover

"native

. left the rural areas, especially the Middle .West, to augment
°

fast growing population."

'

As the rural to urban transition'.

continued, Americans "were forced to realize that they were no longer living
in an agrarian democracy, but in an industrial nation.

12
.

.

Immigration,

urbanization, and industrialization combined to triumph "over the agri_

cultural economy that remained from the nation's youth."
_

13-With the rise

of this new social order came new social problems, new tensions', and new
challenges to v4rious religious rhetorical visions.

These problems, tensions

and challenges arose from the resultant "depression, doubt and struggle!' of
the period.

14

The financial depression of 1873, railroad strikes and-riots

in 1877 and 1886, and labor tensions, more depression, and agricultural panic
during the 1890's constituted situations which churches found impossible toignore but extremely difficult to explain.

Religious fantasies Of optimism

and progress clashed head-on withthe realities of mobs rioting, freight
cars burning, and bombs blasting.

Heirs of "the self-reliFt trndition of

agrarian America, were,Suddenly finding themselves at the mercy of distant,

6

)

,

corporation executives "

15

With this intense transition and tension "it

became increasingly difficult to believe in the automatic, benevolent
operation of-Divine cosmic laws."

16

During this period evangelical rhetorical.visiohs were facing
.another'challenge.in the fantasy themes of.the neW.science and the new
:

theology.

Darwin developed his concept of evolution and set'it forth to
o

challenge traditional .Christian anthropology.

Along with adjustment.to-

---------

Darwin's scientifiC drama came ,the challenge of European liberal,theology

to traditional Protestant theology.

The accommodation of Darwinian science

and liberal theology led, to new rhetorical visions for numerous Protestants,

'which included the fantasies of "the immanence of God, the organic

solidaristic view of society,and the presence_of the kingdom of heaven on
earth," and this resulted in a strong stress on "ethical Christianity" and
a view of Christianity as a-natural,religion. 17

Out of this challenge grew

the Sdcial Gospel vision which sought to-soIve-the problems. of mankind in

the urban setting by replacing the traditiOnal fantasy of individualistic
.

salvation with the fantasy of the redemption of the social order.

In

response to'the challenges of industrialism, urbanism, and the new.- science

and theology, "the mood of [many] Protestant evangelicals. changed
from one of_cocky optimism to chastened uncertainty.' ,18

.

Among other

evangelicals these challenges were not'as direct and the response was less
draMatic bedause they,"were cut off by their rural constituencies from the
first .hocks of large-scale industrial crisis."

19

Disciples were among

this latter group-

ThiS period of cultural transition was also the period of greatest
growth for Disciples.

The movement increased from about 400_,.000--meMbers-7

in the_187-0s-to7Z120TOdd in 1900, the growth:occurring primarily in rural

6

and small town America.

20

-Having begun on the frontier of 180071809, they

had little influence or expansion in eastern U.S.

They gained strength. in

Cr

some.,midwestern cities, such as Cincinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis,. St.

Louis, and Kansas City, but basically were not able "to overcome their
initial-aversion to cities."

21.

When the government census announced the

end of.the frontier in 1890, 1pciples were "only 6 2/3 percent urban " 22
By 1906, when Disciples numbered more than 1,250,000 adherents, about 89%
were rural residents.

The crisis generated in urban America eventually affected rural
America, and a tide of discontent sigept over rural citizens, "exemplified
z

-

with the rise of .a. political party known as the Populi
.

'24 1

This party

.

caused a."great agrarian revolt that was to last for A quarter of a
.,1
.,.

Century."

,

,

.

.

.

25

.' The PoPulist revolt fostered a vision which resembled the

vision of'dacksOnian Democrats--one which dramatized revolt against eastern
wealth and domination by'eastern plutocrats.26

As a wealth of eastern

-capitalists seemed-to-increase, rural Americans seemed to become poorer'.
_
---Populists contended that-government-shOUld "reStrain.the selfish.tenden,

cies of those who profited at the expense-of the. poor and needy; [and] that
the people, not the plutocrats, must control the government." 27

They

g
.

believed that the common people had the ability .to frame, and enforce any
measures necessary to deliver themselves from oppression.

The Disciples'

rhetorical dramas of egalitarianism, freedom of individuals, etc., doveloped
in the midst of Jacksonianism, were at home in, this setting.

As William

Jennings Bryan spoke to the silver-gold controversy in 1896, he fantasized
.

....

.

about the common_man,--the-"brOadeiclass of business:man," the one who
,

worked for wages, the country lawyer, cross-roads merchant, and farMer. 28 :
Among these groups. Disciples were strongest.

8

The Disciples' millennial

------

7

garden fantasy echoed in. Bryan's characterization of."the hardy pioneers'
who have braved all the'- dangers of the wilderness,' who have made the
desert

to blossom as the rose..

.

g

Disciples would have shouted a strong

"Amon" to Bryan's dramatization that "the great cities rest upon our' broad
and fertlle_prairies.

Burn down your cities and leave our farms, and your

cities will spring up-again

.

.

, but destroy our farms, and the grass will

grow in the streets 'of every city in the country." 30

'AMong Bryan's consti-

tuents Disciples of the second generation continued to set forth various
fantasies of their rhetorical vision with success.31
During the second generation Disciples alSo began taking the shape of
other mid-nineteenth century Protestant evangelicals.. They solidified a

body of doctrine which they used to insulate their movement "against the
corrosive forces of the new science and of social unrest by

.

__-occupation with the salvation and perfection-of-the-indlvidual.

.

a pre-7.

.

.

32,

Their fantasies focused on individual redemption and traditional sanctions,
while "leaving social consequences to take care of thenselves." 33
'

Retaining

almost a completely theologisal orientation, Disciples tended to dramatize
doctrinal loyalty, leaving social emphases in the realm of opinion.

Individual Christians were freeto hold opinions on social issues and act'
'according to a personal social ethic, but the collective church was
.restricted.

Disciples continued to . dramatize fantasies, of the original

-rhetorical vision, such as-the restoration:of-the New Testament pattern of
the- church, the agrarian myth, and individual salvation, as well as -a

theology that sin explains social evils, making indfvidual conversion from
-sin the remedy for social ills.

Had the Disciples made the urbaL shift

early in the second generation; they might .have been on the leading edge of
the Social Gospel movement.

H. Richard Nieb-.Lnr has pointed out that the
0

c.9

8

Disciples' millennial vision Contained two elements which became manifest
in the Social Gospel: "on-the'one hand at4-ention is directed to the attain0

ment of happiness in a mundane social order; upon the oiher_hand the. call,
is for an active or 'muscular' Christianity." 314
However_ Disciples did not make the Urban shift and consequently
did not have a strong .social emphasis.

Although-the rural facet of the

millennial vision became a less accurate description of an lirban-industrial.
society, Harrell demonstrates that "the idyllic agrarian myth persisted long
after its basis in fabt had vanished."

35

This allowed Disciples to continue

to promulgate-Various millennial dramas into the twentieth century with
7

moderate success.

pressures."

Nonetheless, their vision was "being subjected to serious

36

Some saw the inadequacy of the'visiOn and began to drailatize

the need for urban involvement:

There is A giant in the land whose name is Labor.
Long, Samson-.
,like, he has been willing to toil and sweat-for.others;.nca he is
beginning to ask questions.
"I dig and build railroads; why am
I compelled to walk?"
"I build mansions; why must my little
family live in a-hovel?"
"I build schoolhouses; why must my
children leave school so young in life?"
Is the church
leading toward theJemancipation of the laboring man? Does the
church help him better his condition? Nay, the church is not
holding the highest position as leader of the best-_ agencies 'to
secure the gbod of the bodies and souls of men.37
.

.

.

.

.

V

z

A few isolated voices picked up this fantasy and attempted to chain
it out into a new vision. which advocated evangelizing the Cities. 38

Had

the scene of the drama shifted to fit new social realities and an urban
fantasy chained -out, Disciples may well have made the rural-urban transition

and exerted as significant a religious influence on twentieth century urban.
America as they did on nineteenth century rural America.

However, the

\

genetal vie*, even of some who called for evangelism in-the cities, was
that cities were inherently evil and a threat to pure religion.

So, the

majority response to

challenge was, that "the devoted agrarians
.

, .

.

I

simply refused the challenge.'

,39
.

.

They, did not-believe tha.: true

religion had a future in the cities and consigned cities to the devilrs
t

domain.

Disregarding the needs .of the cities, they felt that "the great

need is more ministers

.

.

. who will be willing ..to labor and live in our
9-

country and

churches."

40

So, the majority Of second generation

Disciples continued to participate in the traditional rhetorical vision and
did not adapt_ it. to people's problems and to, the changing conditions in

.culture during the 1880s and 1890s.

Perhaps they failed to make the cultural(

social transition because their rhetorical vision did not contain sufficient
motivational appeal tolimpel a shift.

The original vision, with its strong

agrarian dramatization and abhorrence of cities, lacked motivational appeal
to challenge'lts adherents to carry their vision
to urban .America and
o
evangelize the cities.

Moreover,.,sinCe the vision had-evolved in rural,

America and militantly glorified the agrarian scene, it failed to contain
an appeal to attract the city dweller--even ihough it probably. would appeal
to rural Americans uprooted from the.country'and transplanted in. cities.

In addition, the vision set forth a strong racist characterization of the
chosen people, which. would repel rather than attract the large numbers of
non-Anglo-Saxon immigrantsLwho swelled the urban population of. America.'

Thus, perusal of weekly journals and sermon anthologies of the period

reveals a continual espousal of various facets of the original millennial
vision as central elements of Disciples rhetoric.
Although many Americans, especially those among whom the Discipleswere strongest-, ignorkd the trend of society away,from the ideals of*their
.areas-, a clash between'new fantasy themes and the old rhetorical vision
was inevitable.

Many Americans had carried into the'tWentieth century

certain dramas essential to any millennial vislon. .Among these were-"the
reality, certainty, and eternity of moral values)"
particularly : n America, of progress."

2

and "the ineVitability,

43

By 1920, these dramas were part of

a rejected past along with "the collapse of this millennial dream.' ,44

Th

millennial agrarian republic "of saintly citizens isolated in' the western
hemisphere from European corruption" was.replaced primarily with
of "a new perfection based on industrialism." 45

vision

.

Ap the shift in visions of'social rs:ality permeated all of_AmeriCan
.

.

,society, the events surrounding the shift failed to corroborate the Disciples'
millennial%drama, it became a less acceptable account of-social-r4ality,
gradually lost its effectiveness.

a

''and it

At the-Same time that the social reality..
.

Of the vision was fading in cultural significance, Disciples' rhetoric was
confronted with the challenge of European liberal theology.
with its jpethodo3logy of "higher criticism"

Liberal theolOgy

a foothold among DisCiples

in the 3,.890s when.the University of Chicago became a conspicuous exponent
rs

of-that position.

.

A prominent Disciple, Herbert L. Willett, was on the

Chicago faculty and was an outspoken advocate of the liberalrhetorical,.
vision.

Willett and a group of like-minded' Disciples formed an association

called the Campbell Institute 'which with its publication, The Scroll', became

a platform fOr spreading.the viewpoints of.the higher critics among Dfsciples.

Higherbcriticismset'forpCfantasy themes relating to the Bible and to
religidus authority new and radically different from thosd traditional to
Disciples.
.

Higher criticisiii challenged the original visions premise of

unquestioned biblical authority based on complete, inspiration.

the critics attacked-the millennial dream at its roots.

In so doing,

Higher criticism
;1-

gradually confronted-Disciples with' a dilemma: either accept its "findings"
regarding the. credibility, inspiration, and authority of the Bible in -11e..11
g

12

11

name of science and modern culture, give up the senseless quest to restore
the primitive church, and seek Christian union on-a modern basis ; A
fT
A044
retreat into'a defense of time-honored doctrine, place unity-in a secondary,
role, and staunchly contend for restoration
the total millennial vision to disSipate.

.

Thus, the scene was se

P444:
:f

One group:of Disciples P:sue

the pathof higher criticfSm;.the other group took the position of defeniz.
biblical authority and the validity of restoration.

Consequently, the

dramatization of a common..rhetorical vision gage way.to argumentative rhetoric

one side arguing for methods of modern scholarship and the other side

arguing for the, raditional views of revelation, inspiratiOn, and authority..
Each side addressed its arguments more to insiders' and less to outsiders,
further decreasing the persuasive appeal. to potential converts
.

.

The growth of the Disciples.dtrifig thenineteenth-century continued
into the early part of the twentieth century,

The. increase in adherents.

continued until 1914, when Disciples number 1,442,000 members.

However, in

1915 ..1.1e figurd=decreased by,about 300,000; although the growth rate

'eventually went up again, Disciples-never again grew as rapidly as prior to
1915.

46

VariOus reasons probably could be given for:this fact, but my'

contention is that a significant reason was that, when the original dream'

faded, it was not replaced by a new, adequate rhetorical vision.

Disciples'

were so busy arguing_overthe issues of-liberal theology and its implicationS
that they ceased to speak in terms of any cuherent panoramic drama, and.this
led,to a defensive rhetorical.stanCe.

It is probable that argumentative

rhetoric does not generally influence the populace as strongly as drama.

tistic rhetoric, anddefensive rhetoric is not as influential as offensive
rhetoric- Therefore, one significant reason for the decrease in persuasive
effectiveness (and hence growth) was that decay of the coherent rhetorical

12

vision and the failure to renew it.

Although the vision had withstood early assaults byoliberal theology,
0"

primarily because it still had substantial credence in its cultural
setting, the devastating attacks' came as4t was losing influence in American
culture.

.Those who constituted the left ding emphasis among. Disciples were

determined "that the future of the movement be directed along thoroughly
philosophical and scientific lines."41

To follow this approach to biblical

study meant that the view Of the Bible held by Disciples during the nine,

teenth Century--that it was "authentic, authoritative and final"--must be
surrendered.

48

The gist. of the attack on orthodoxy.was summed up in a

lecture by Willett, as reported in the Christian Standard: "Modern theology
does not regard the Bible as a verbally 'inspired document or as presenting
'a logically organized body of religious and moral instruction, Dr. Herbert.
O

L. Willett of Chicago told an audience at the Linwood Boulevard Christian
Church last nidht."

49

The claim, that the Bible is an infallible book does

not rest. on valid grounds, for the Bible does not claim to be "a super-

naturally produced and safeguarded collection of documents.

50
"

The

Bible was "not written by God, nor even by men who, were speaking with
supernatural and inerrant knowledge of God's'will."

51

.i

nstead, the Bible

contains sacred books not unlike the _sacred_books of other-relig1Ons in all
ages-,-a1-1--of--whichcont-ain"the passionate search of the soul after God,

and the unfailing answer to' that search "52

If the Bible, contains the

best answers to the search, it is because the Bible speaks most adequately
to man's religious consciousness-And not because of external' authority or
authenticity.

Scientific study, of the Bible may reveal "contradictions,

-diSCrepancies, Superstitions, and myths,',' but this does not weaken "the
53

.10.2*

forte of the moral ideals and precepts.,,.

1.4

Higher criticism claimed that

.

13

the faith of early Christians "actually engendered, or'created, and
embellished this history [i.e., the history Of.the life of Jesus and the
primitive church].; which was used, of coUrge, to substantiate it."

54

The

early, Christian community placed words in Jesus' mouth which he did not.

speak and told of deeds which he did not perform.

was the emphasis on apocalypticism

Among these additions

including millennial thought.

This. was

Tart of .the "r"eligion about Jesus" and, not part of "the religion of Jesus:"

New scientific methods enabled,Bible spholars to discover the religion of?
Jesus,"which was primarily ethical and moral, freed from Jewish eschatology.
This view of biblical revelation and, inspiration led to the-con,
plusiOn that .'.the_Bible.,___as_a_whole,-is_not_an_ultimate_authority_to_one.who

thoroughly studies it," and that it is not "an authority td us on all the
questions with which it'deals."55

Since the Bible ,is "the expression of the

.

religious life of a people of an age long gone by,"
,i

"a cozy deposit of absolute truth."57

56

it cannot constitute

Thus, the Bible is not a formal or

arbitrary authority for-the church and is not a rule of living for individual
Christians.

No I,onger can Christians afford: to regard it "as a constitution

according to which the churCh is rigidly to conform," but must see it "as a
record of the experience of the greatest saints and sages of all times."
,

.
-

The authority-of-the Bible ultimately resideS in
individual mind

.

.

5
8

.

conviction of the

. which must determine what for itself shall be the

[canonical and authoritative] liMits of Holy Scripture. " fig
v.+

The liberal vision replaced the Bible as an external, objective
authority with a focus on the authority of individual religious conscious-

ness as one's religious authority.

From this -basic pOsition, liberal

,rhetoric attacked every facet of the millennial vision in an ardent spirit
of "search out and destroy."

Restoration of a model church blueprinted in

15

.

14

Scriptures was a foolish quest; the concept of chosen people was a product
of pride and ignorance; and:Christian' unity could be based on willing

cooperation among any who desired it. .Moreover, the eschatological passages
of the Bible so crucial to the original vision were dlsmissed,a

part of the

primitive cultural setting of the Bible with no permanent significance for
O

contemporary Christian faith.

60

The primary reaction by conservative Disciples to the liberal threat
was to retreat into a citadel of traditional orthodoxy, establish a defensive
holding position, and lash out at the attackers.

J. W. McGarvey expressed

this general position -- "When the Bible in its most vital parts, is assailed,

no personal considerations shall deter me from defending it and exposing its
assailant."

61

So, the .coherent vision gave way to a rhetoric which busied

itself with repelling attacks which "professed to change ScUlptural

baptistm

.

.

destroy the essential inspiration of the Scriptures, or denSr.

the divinity, and lordship of Jesus."

62

The central rhetorical strategy

.

became the marshalling of data to use as weapons to win the battle over the
inspiration and infallibility of the Bible.
With the Bible still regarded as the divinely_ inspired revelation of

/:-T.

,

\
i

God and the authority for Christians, restoration remained a...dentral fantasy\

.

-

for conservatives.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

I
External forMs were-important
hecause they were commanded
al

and practiced in the New Testament.

The church was ordained by Jesus Christ

and established by him through his apostles.

Therefore, the church must

.

''come under the laws and jurisdictions of the Bible," and "be tried by
.

[biblical] precedents. "r63

If a church does,not conform Co the New Testament

--pattern and .precedent, it has no right to be called a church because "it

violates a divine copyright.

"64

Disciples were still a peculiar. people and

-could not compromise with 'denominations.--.---,

.
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--The rhetoric of the conservatives became defensive, dogmatic, and
heavily doctrinal.

Conservatives felt constrained to defend traditional

views of inspiration, revelatiOh, and authority.
the controversy as doctrinal.

They viewed the crux of

"We would never have faced the-present

chaotic condition if our brethren haa been true to the scheme of redemption
revealed in God's word," one of the new, younger leaders asserted in summary
in 1928.

65

On the basis of their assumptions regarding the Bible, they

preached doctrinal messages and relied most often for proof on biblical
quotation's, examples, and allusions.

Their appeal, therefore, as with their

ftrefathers, continued to be-directed toward people who shared their vision,
of biblical_realitywhile_they,freely attack'ad their liberal foes.

Liberals'

were guilty of eliminating "the supernatural from Christianity-And [reducing]
it to a system of pure and'unadulterated rationalism."66
,

One conservative

:characterized Willett as "the beloved, sweet-toned prophet of modernism'."67

B. L. Chase exemplified the vitriolic flavor of much of the rhetoric in
his fantasy attacking the Campbell Institute and its publication, The
Scroll.

I regard this' new publication as a very dangerous ally of
heresy
.[and] there is always one thing that"can be, said
against it,. that will arouse suspicion in every. loyal, Godfearing, Disciples' heart, 'it is published in Chicago!'
!'
Can
any good thing possibly come out of Chicago?
Did not
President Harper die-there? Is not that the place 14here- Willett
lives? Did'. not God destroy that city once by fire in 1871, as he
destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah? Will he not destroy that great.
and *joked city again by water, as certain prophets, are now
predicting in the near future? Stand still and see the salvation
of the Lord.
There is nothing that can be done with The Scroll
but to await the final judgment.68'
.

.

!

.

.

.

.

The clash led to an inevitable division and to two different
rhetorical visions.

This consequence, coupled with the original vision's

diminished 'importance in American culture, resulted in the death of the

16

original millennial vision in the life

and rhetoric.of both groups.

Twentieth century Disciples no longer had a coherent,.total A'etOrical
vision with a grand, panoramic drama.

The unfolding plot of restoration,

unity, evangelization, and ultimately the-millennium was hopelessly
fragmented.

The climactic 'moment in human history, the millennium, faded

from the visions of both factions,'and although evangelization -(with
social emphaSes for liberals and ,individual emphases for conservatives)

remained part of their visions, the central visions became Christian union
for liberals and' restoration for conservatives.
.

factions with two incomplete visions.

.

What remained were two

-

While each party accused the other

of .abandoning the originalvision, the fact wasthat'both had lost sight of
the original rhetorical vision.
.a last act.

Both attempted to set forth dramas withOut

The overarchin&vision died, and no comprehensiveAdrama emerged

to replace it; the fragmented fantasies had no ultimate &al to unify them;
the appeals of each:were 'severely limited; and the Disciples of Christ lost

the sweeping persuasive'effectiveness which had characterized their rhetoric
for more than one hundred years.

SOME CONCLUSIONS
Since a religious/social movement never, develops in a vacuum, one

cannot fully understand a movement's rhetorical vision apart from the
social-cultural circumstances which influence it.

As one comes to under-

,

stand the interplay of social- cultural setting and a movement's rhetoric,

can begin to account,fdr the success or failure of the rhetoric.

Moreover,

if the rhetoric begins tO lose its persuasive influence, one can examine
shifts in the setting and/or in the rhetorical vision itself and look for
discrepancies that have'developed.

He can then seek tobring the two back
11
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.into harmony.

To be effective the rhetorical vision must offer at least a,

plausible interpretation of the data of .the senses and account. for develop-

ments in human activity and conditions so that target auditors find it
personally satisfying.

This is what themillennial.vision of the\Disciples

of Christ did so adequately durimg-the Ell.;s-gmmVatiuW-and-eartyseuurid
generation.

This is what Disciples failed to doas they entered the

, twentieth century.

This failure results either in the eventual death of the

rhetorical vision or in a vision with a quite limited appeal.
A second observation is that the Disciples' rhetorical vision

:Tas

vitally 'linked with some of the dominant American demeoratic political.
fantasies:

History demonstrates that the form of the political government
.

of a culture influences the form..of church government.

This.can be seen

in the history of the Church of England which came into existence under a
.monarchy and in the structure Of the Roman Catholic Church, influenced by.

Constantine and his.successors.

Democratic'church polity has been "a scarce

commodity in hiStoric'Christianity."69

It.became asigni#cant factor only

after democracy was firmly established in the United States.

The.Disciples'

.

vision was born'andrgrew to strength and relevancy within a.,political
democracy whose dramatizations the vision' incorporated or paralleled.

The

rhetorical appeal of the Disciples' vision was directed to the American
.adventurer, idealist, and pragmatist, imbued with the spil.it of democracy.
The religious dramas challenged democratic Americans to ,build an ideal-

society through an ideal church and presented situations of religious
egalitarianism, freedom of thought, and freedom from ecclesiastical
alithority., The vision offered a democratic religious situation in which

protagonists could.operate freely, fully, and rationally with GOdin'their
salvation as opposed to the aristocratic ,dramas of salvation in Calvinism

19

'
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(spiritual aristocrats being those eternally' predestined to saltation)

and the emotionalistic fantasies of Arminianism.

The Disciples' vision

offered a church government of the people.and.by the people in keeping with
the democratic rhetorical vision of a national government-dramatized along
similar lines.

However-, this original strength and source of persuasion

apparently was a hindrance in, cultures outside of America.

Disciples

have had modest representation in BritiSh Commonwealth countries, but "have
never made-: significant advances outside ofthis favorable social and

cultural atmosphere" of American political democracy.

70

Apparently, the

rdemocratic-;parallels of-the vision cannot influence a significant number of,'
people apart from a-society with political. rhetorics which dramatize a
similar democratic scenario.

Therefore, rhetorical visions probably will

not.be.effective in cultures. whose social, political, and religious structures

are quite different from the visions

native-cultures.

If onaihopes to

influence people in-these other cultures,-he either must radically adapt

his rhetorical vision or develop-a new one parallel to the scenarios of
the social-cultural setting of people he desires to influence.
A third observation concerns the drama of restoration.

As a religious'

movement grows and solidifies its beliefs, it tends toward. institutionali
zation.

existing.

*

In so doing it may lose its original quality andjmpetus_for

"The-original, life-geared religion of the Founder which was

designed to be a personal, practic&l, and health-giving nature-becomes an
involved system, confounded by:disputing experts in the study of antiqUities,

housed in great establishments-.

. with the worship of the humble soul

declared invalid unless it pays tribute to a priesthood which has.intervened itself between the disciple and hiq God."
kingdom of God movement in America.

71

ht.

This happened to the

What started as a dynamic effort ended

19.
in a rigid--structure..----While the-institutionalization...attempted...to__ con

solidete and conserve the gains achieved in order to pass them on to the
children and the chi..dren's children, it nevertheless nesulted in a vital
loss to the drama.

The institution became much, less dynamic iii: quality

(even Lo the point of bordering on a static status)

whereas the --.
'movement had

maintained a strong dynamic quality which engendered ardent enthusiasm among
adherents; the institution looked to the immediate.past, whereas the movement
had looked forward; .the institution failed to keep pace with its changing

culture; the institution began "to lack inner vitality;. it [was] without
'

spontaneity and the power to originate new ideas;' 72- it became content with
_

past achievments as it codified its beliefs and:feared .loss _more than hoping__
for new insights.

Whereas the parent movement mounted a dynamic rhetorical

offensive, the crystalized movement (now institution) fell into a static,
defensive rhetorical vision.

When the kingdom of God became an institution,

the life-motivating "reign of Christ,,[becameJ 4 habit." 73

and law became legalism.

Life became law,

Legal tradition came between God and Disciples,

faith in doctrine replaced faith inGod, and Disciples moved from the
concept of a,chosen people with a special task to. 4 community of chosen
people especially favored for their own sakes.

In such a situation restor-

ation can never be a grand illusion, as liberal, Disciples asserted.
.

.

"Progress can sometimes be made by going backward -- -when that going 'backward
is to guiding principles."

74

he rhetorical vision-of a religious group

possibly replace the static nature of the group with a renewed dynamic,
when it direct's people to restore "the faith ofthe Founder as well,
as the faith about h4m."

75

.

If a religious rhetoric is intended to point

people to the sa e goals as those of the founder of the reiigion,itmust
also seek to guide th

o restore the .principles by which the founder

2.
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sought those goals.

There continually remains, the need for a rhetorical

vision which "uncovers and cleanses the flowing spring of enduring religious
76

faith.'

If the restorationists erred in the direction of crystalizing the
Disciples' rhetorical vision, the liberals erred in insisting that the
vision could be "directed Along thoroughly
lines."

hilosoPhical and scientific

77

A fourth conclusion is that the truths-of religious_ faith are

basically poetic and'not scientific; they cannot -be tested and proved by the
scientific method.

Moreover, religious truths belong more to the area of

_____the imaginative than _to_the_conceptual._

Faitil and imagination_go__together.

Imagination is capable of grasping invisible, spiritual realities and making
them visible.' Religious faith implies a controlled imagination, - molded and

guided by ultimate reality, and expresses that reality by means of verbal
pictures anTd-syinbols.

Religious rhetoric ignores this at its own risk.

Liberal rhetoric failed to achieve great persuasive success because it
ignored this aspect in its rhetorical, vision.

It is at this'pdint that

fantasy drama is'crucial to the persuasive effects of a religious rhetoricalvision.
_

T anslating ultimate, invisible, spiritual truths into the fantasy

world-view of its culture is,an unending task for a religious rhetoric whichA

hopes to persuade,

As the cultural environment changes and-new needs

emerge, religious rhetoric must .change "in favor of a successor better'

adapted to new desires and conditi9/ns."

78

Ultimate truths remain constant,

I

but the rhetorical approach used to communicate the truths should-change to
fit the situation.

Both liberal and conservative-Disciples' rhetoric lost.

0

-sight of this principle, became as much prosaic as dramatic, and hence lost
must of the persuasiveness enjoyed in earlier days.

.

leo
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A final observatior concerns the relationship between eschatology
and religious rhetoric.

The life and message of Jesus and the message of

the New Testament as a whole are thoroughly eschatological.

Eschatology is

the context in which the gospel is firmly set and out of which the Christian
rhetorician must speak.

The Disciples! original-rhetorical vision contained

a firm,:cOnsistent eschatology.

With its vision's culminationin.the millen-

nium and the .millennium itself climaxed by Christ's personal_appearance,
resurrection, judgtent, punishment, and reward, the rhetoric dealt with
final matters in an imaginative, artistic manner.

The fantasies of salves-

tion and eternal destiny-gave-emotionafly-satisfying-answerstoTpeivles'
questions regarding the ultimate matters of life.
did this, it influenced its liSteners.

As long as the vision

When the total vision fragmented,
-

most of its eschatology faded' out.

Neither the liberal nor the, conservative

rhetorical vision sustained strong eschatological dramas.
emphasis the influence of Disciples' rhetoric Weakened.

Without this

Strong, consistent

eschatological fantasies are essential to a religious rhetorical vision
because eschatology helps modern man confront the problem, "How shall I'
evaluate My life and my struggles in this world?" (The choice is between
optimism and, pessimism, hope and hopelessness.)

Hbw one answers the

question determines "the whole tone and temp) of life;'for in the long
run; we will live in accordance with our basic hopes,or our fundamental
despairs."

79

Religious rhetoric must not neglect eschatology because eschatology

helps modern manto set the trialS, defeats, and triumphs of history
(world history and his personal history) in proper perspective.

Escha-

tological fantasies warn man against merelysecular,conceptions of history,
civilization; and life'and point out that hopes based on human power and

we

wisdom alone are self-defeating.

22.

They remind man that the present and

futtire are determined by God, and this assurance can give' him hope and
---

confidence.

The Bible sets the outcome of history,.both general and

personal, in the context off...Christ's ultimate .conquest in the final,con,

summation.

Whatever differences there may be between the world view of
biblical times and ours, and whatever difficulties we may have
in giving literal meaning to these concepts, they hold for us an
understanqing of what history is which is profoundly and eternally
-relevant to our actual experience:.
The New Testament sets God's
creative act at the beginning of history, the cross in the midst
of history, and God's judgment and mercy over all of history.8°

The kingdom of God is a decisive reality, present in the world now and
moving toward a more complete fulfillment in the future-- In his kingdom_,
Gdd challenges man to ad-knowledge his 'reign and submit to it.

In'other

words,eschatologyconfrontsman with the ultimate realities, of. life and..7-

-

reminds hjm that. God, not man himself, determines his ultimate destiny.
Therefore, his present life must be 'determined .by.this ultimate destiny.
.

Biblical eschatology meets modernmen as it met Men of. old, with
the declaration that inJesus Christ they are confronted by..
wrath and grace, judgment and redemption, destruction and fulfillment. -It therefore speaks of the world in which they live,
the community in which they sharer, and the persons they are
called to be ,
But' always.it speaks of God, of God's purpose
and. his power_and of his claim upon his.creatures._ And our
response to that proclamation is nothing leSS than our Chdice
between darkness and light, between death and life.81
.

A religious rhetoric Which neglects the eschatological frame of
reference is not true to the biblical message nor to the ultimate need
of modern man.

a

A religious rhetoric in which eschatological dramas are

central will, be much truer to the biblical message and will come much
closer to offering man the proper understanding he needs, to live his life

in an everchanging,.threatening.world and to face the future with
confidence.
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